
FORD FINANCIAL RATIO

Ten years of annual and quarterly financial ratios and margins for analysis of Ford Motor (F).

Most of the industry falls under the degree of leverage here. Return of investments ROI ratio measures the
combined effects of profit margins and total asset turnover. Operating margin also measures management's
efficiency. Usually, the higher the company's net profit margin, the better. This is yet another area where Ford
is merely following industry averages. This tells how much cash a company can come up with in a matter of
hours or days. Too high a number, like a 3 or 4, means that there is too much cash on hand that is not being
reinvested. Currently, Ford is not having difficulties generating the cash to pay its interest obligations, but they
are not nearly as secure as the rest of the industry for the past couple years. Did you know? Financial ratios
can also be used by managers within a firm, by current and potential shareholders owners of a firm, and by a
firm's creditors. This is the norm for the industry, as well. This ratio compares the way a company generates
profits, and the way it uses its assets to generate sales. Even though their lower number is described in
asset-intensity, Ford is consistently falling a few percentage points below the industry average in this area.
This is the first definite sign of Ford's numbers returning to the profitability of  From this analysis of Ford,
now would not be a prime time to invest in this company. Debt to equity ratio measures how much money a
company should be able to borrow over long periods of time. Current ratio is a similar test to quick ratio, but it
calculates how many dollars in assets are likely to be converted to cash within one year in order to pay debts
that come due during that same year. It looks at a company's assets, finds what can be immediately converted
to cash, and divides that by the company's liabilities. However, there are cases of lower net profit margin
numbers being a sign of a company's pricing strategy or a price war. This means more money must be
reinvested into the company to continue to generate earnings. NewYork: McGraw-Hill. However, in both
quick and current ratios, Ford is falling enough below industry averages for it to issue some concern. About
Financials Ratios Financial ratios are generally ratios of selected values on an enterprise's financial statements.
Security analysts use financial ratios to compare the strengths and weaknesses of various companies. This is
not an issue for foreign companies, who have national healthcare systems in place. While the financial ratios
do not warrant bailing ship for those that have already invested in this struggling industry, current and future
fuel issues will make it harder and harder for any of the big three to be successful. Infront Analytics provides
full transparency on calculation formulae for most analytics. Ford is asset-intensive, because it requires big,
expensive equipment to generate profit.


